Hydra-in-a-Box Onboarding Process

Onboarding new developers will need to be given access to the following:

- Calendar appointments (Hannah Frost)
- Slack
- Samvera (self-register)
- Hydra Wiki
  - email sysadmin@duraspace.org
  - Make sure they know about: Participate in Hydra-in-a-Box Development
- GitHub
  - samvera org (Michael J. Giarlo)
  - samvera-labs org (Michael J. Giarlo)
  - hybox org (Michael J. Giarlo, Hannah Frost)
- Relevant Google Docs
  - Current work cycle planning document (Michael J. Giarlo, Hannah Frost)

For new developers who are project staff (not community developers), they should also be granted access to the following project-internal resources:

- Slack
- HyBox (Michael J. Giarlo, Hannah Frost)
- Google Groups
  - hybox-team (Hannah Frost)
- Google Docs folder (Michael J. Giarlo, Hannah Frost)